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A busy scene on the Kenwater Valley Railway

2012 Open Days in the Mid Wales & Marches Area
Sunday 22nd July
11am – 5pm
Alan Millichamp 01970 820174

Plynlimon & Hafan Light Railway Llandre Aberystwyth

Sunday 5th August
11am -5pm
Dave Dowling 01938 810415

Dow Valley Light Railway Llanfair Caereinion

Sunday 19th August 11am – 5pm
Tony Hayward 01630 655685

Salisbury Hill Railway Market Drayton

Saturday 25th August 10am – 5pm
Geoff Powell 01492 532349

Colwyn Garden Railway Colwyn Bay

Friday 31st August
12noon onwards Dow Valley Light Railway Llanfair Caereinion
Dave Dowling 01938 810415
Sunday 9th September 2pm onwards
Steve Thornhill 01568 614336

Stoke Edith Garden Railway Stoke Edith Herefordshire

If you intend to visit any of the above open days please make sure that you let the appropriate
Fat Controller know beforehand so that they can have some idea of numbers.

Other important dates
Sunday 15th July

Telford Garden Railway Show

Sat/Sun 1st/2nd Sept

Garden Railway Show Llanfair Caereinion

Sunday 28th October

British Summer Time ends

Saturday 3rd November Rodington Garden Railway Show
Sunday 2nd December

Steam & Mince Pies Special Telford

OPEN DAYS
If you intend to host an open day and your date is not shown above please let Dave Dowling
know as soon as possible so that he can let everyone else know.Articles, letters, items for sale
or wanted etc.. are eagerly awaited and if you have a tale to tell please let Dave Dowling know
so that he can put it in the next issue of the Grail.

Dave Dowling 01938 810415 dowlingdave@hotmail.com

G Scale Society 25th Anniversary show – Stafford Showground
The show was a great success as those of you who went are well aware. Next year we are back
at Stafford on Sunday 24rd March 2013 – note the date. It should be an even better show as the
committee have time to iron out the few gremlins that appeared this year.
Picture Gallery
I wonder which engine this controls

Let`s have a cup of tea

Shouldn`t I be on holiday in the Isle of man

Busy in the yard

An Update on the Clwyd and Dee Light Railway by John Wenlock
Thought that I would send an up-date on the "progress" ( or lack of it ) made on the
45mm section of the Clwyd and Dee.
Back at the end of last year, up to the early spring there was only another 20 yards, or so to
go before a fully joined up state of railway. What could be easier? Exactly - so far so good.

May came and the route was marked out and turf was cut. Soil and clay was excavated to make
a rather large trench and then the rain came. I now had the Clwyd and Dee canal system. It was
suggested that I might recreate the Queen's Jubilee Flotilla with "pop-pop" boats, or grow
water cress, bit I waited for the waters to part recede and I was now re-excavating wheel
barrow loads of thick sticky clay. Actually, the water at the bottom of the formation helped me
level the trench and level the breeze blocks left over from demolition the old garage. Water
could now drain out and along to flood the green-houses. At least watering the tomatoes might
be easier.
The trench was further filled up with broken breeze blocks and gravel and such to formation
level. Meanwhile the two ends of the existing line were beginning to grow! By two yards at the
north end and one yard at the south end. Not much, I know,but it is progress. More concrete
was mixed and laid. To create a boundary between trackbed and lawn, stones were set in a 4:1
mortar mix laid atop the concrete. Planting out continued with various small rhododendrons
and the like.
More track has been built using second-hand Tenmille FB rail from Rob Bennett's 45mm.
7/8ths scale "Weston Tramway" (now long closed).
Sleepers were cut from second-hand pallet wood. Every expense spared, you know. Of course,
when setting out to build the required track, I just could not find my track gauge. Having spent
a good hour looking unsuccessfully, I realised that it was quicker to make a new one. Just took
five minutes on the lathe, but that didn't include the time taken to locate some suitable brass
bar.
Once "Joined Up Day" happens, then I shall electrify along the entire length.The electrical
equipment will not be this fancy electronic stuff; basic 20 - 30 volt and "heritage" rheostat
controllers. Battery and steam will still be used, of course.

AREA GROUP LEADERS MEETING
21st APRIL 2012
STAFFORD COUNTY SHOWGROUND
NOTES FROM THE MEETING

Attendees

Jack Nisbet, Solent

Paul Felton, Chairman

Tessa Williams, South East Wales

Peter Deacon, Secretary

David Williams, South East Wales

Dave Dowling, Treasurer

David Buckingham(pp), South West

Peter Jackson, Membership Secretary

Andy Saulter, Surrey

Angela Darby, Journal Co-ordinator

Mike Wakeling, Sussex

Roy Pedder, Publicity Officer

Matthew Edwards, Thames Valley/Chilterns

Gerry Pedder, Publicity Officer

Martin Eady, West London

Nigel Cooper, Committee Member

Paul Blake, West Midlands

Mike Duffy, Committee Member

Chris Long, West Wales

Keith Edwards, Webmaster

John Steer, Wiltshire

Alan Wright, Devon & Cornwall

Paul Howson, Yorkshire Coast

John Bevan, East Midlands

Apologies

Gordon Compton, Essex

Bob Bowden, South Staffs

Julia Hudson-Morgan, Kent

Norman Cooper, South Staffs

Steve Wilders, North Anglia

Mike Brown, South West

Stephen Dawson, North East/Yorkshire

Margaret Brown, South West

Peter Dawson, North East/Yorkshire

John Davidson, Three Counties

Dennis Norman, North West

Grant Muddiman, West Anglia

Fraser Neilson, Scotland

Jean Muddiman, West Anglia

Andrew Moorhouse, Scotland

Before the formal Agenda began, Peter Jackson (PJ) talked about the new badges, and their
distribution with the help of Group Leaders. Gerry Pedder (GP) mentioned the risk of a member
getting 2, 1 at the show, and 1 via their Group Leader. Paul Felton (PF) suggested the keeping of
lists. It was asked if they would be for sale? Yes, for £1, but only after the members had
received their free one. Would there be large plastic badges with the new logo? Yes, and
Groups should approach G & RP. Would clothing carry the new logo? Yes, and PF said new ones
could be acquired.
There were then introductions round the table.

1. G Scale Society constitution in relation to the area group element (clause 3.10)

PF said there had been discussion recently in the Committee about difficulties in one Area
Group, serious enough that it might have had to be dissolved. It was time to re-visit the
Constitution, because the relevant parts of it were not as helpful as they could have been. PF’s
view was that we would have to take steps at the 2013 AGM, involving the repeal of clause 3.10
to be substituted by a Protocol governing Area Groups. He produced a set of Guidelines dated
2004, which would be recast and incorporated in the Protocol. He reviewed the history of
Groups, emphasising they were part of the Society, and not independent clubs acting on their
own. Groups should only contain Society members, although others were welcome to attend
events. That however was not expressly made clear in the constitution.

There did not appear to be records of who was a member of a group. Many groups had assets –
if such a group had to dissolve, how could one tell who was a member of it? Fraser Neilson (FN)
said their group rules provided that if the group dissolved, any funds were to be given to the
Society, to be held until a replacement group was created. PF quoted the current clause,
referring to “like minded bodies”. Dave Dowling (DD) said that 2 groups had recently dissolved.
Julia Hudson-Morgan (JH-M) asked if there was a template for enrolment forms; would group

members have to “sign up”? PD said yes. Were layouts separately insured? Some were. JH-M
said Kent had sold a layout and re-invested the proceeds in a new one.

PF said a form of words would be drafted to cover this, and he hoped that this could be agreed
by the Leaders. The reference to “autonomous” in the current rule arose from the possibility
that Corporation tax might become payable on takings from e.g. an exhibition, but it did seem
contradictory. Practical matters were down to the Groups. David Buckingham (DB) said he knew
of nothing in writing. PF said he himself had contributed in some small ways to a number of
Groups.

John Bevan (JB), as leader of East Midlands Area Group (EMAG), said it was EMAG that PF had
referred to, and one of the arguments with which he had been faced was that there was a gap
in the rules. A vote had been taken at the Group’s AGM which was 40 to 6 in favour of Society
members only being group members. They had had donations at the door, but the provision of
refreshments had been run as a business. Now they had donations to run the group. The 6 who
opposed the resolution were hostile to the Society, and one of them had attempted to oust JB
as Leader. DB said as far as he was concerned he assumed all group members were Society
members. There was applause. The secretary (PD) emphasised what the rules said. They
referred to members forming a group and resolving to dissolve it, but nothing express about
how they conduct themselves. Alan Wright (AW) said there was variation between groups.
Would this continue? The feeling was yes. JB went further into the problems at EMAG, and the
possible disruption. Mike Wakeling (MW) said his group had funds and needed advice. PF said
some of it is in the Guidelines. FN asked if the proposal was accepted, what should a group do
with Society non-members. It was suggested they be persuaded to join. FN said 75% of the
group in Scotland were not society members. PF said Scotland was unique. Dennis Norman (DN)
said North West Group (NWAG) had had about 2 dozen non-members, but this had been
brought down to 8. FN said the non-members had been made well aware that they were not
covered by the Society insurance if they hosted events. In the early days the group had been
funded by donations, but now they had a membership fee, which was their main source of
income. They had 2 layouts, which were not covered by society insurance. He repeated their
provision upon dissolution, and said the proposal would cause them difficulty, and what would
they say to non-members? PF recognised they had a particular problem. He said the Committee
would communicate their proposal to Groups as soon as possible.

[At this point the noise of heavy rain on the roof made conversation impossible (!) and the
meeting was adjourned for refreshment at 15:05, resuming at 15:30]

2. Notification of local events to the committee (insurance purposes)

PD spoke to this item. He said notification was for purposes of proof that an event was a
Society event if there had not been time to advertise it in the Journal or post it on the website.
There would then be no doubt that it was a Society event and covered by the PL policy, if an
accident occurred. The most sensible Committee member to tell was he himself as he had
responsibility for organising the insurance. PD added, of course, that no event should be
notified if it was at a non-member’s domestic premises!

PD also said that there had been a change in the PL cover though Footman James (FJ). It was no
longer necessary for individual members of affiliated clubs to take out separate personal PL
cover for non-club activities – all members were automatically given such cover. PD doubted
that this would be of great relevance to our members, but thought it would be for miniature
railway loco operators who took their locos to venues other than their own club’s layout.

JB mentioned that the recent Meridienne operators had placed great importance on whether
live steam was being run – with the availability of modern steam sound and smoke units, a
track powered loco could appear to be live steam. The distinction might have to be made clear
to show organisers.

3. Presentation by Keith Edwards on new membership database.

Keith Edwards (KE) introduced himself and set out the background to his role.
He spoke of the website calendar and how it might be directly updated if one had a Google
account. KE could arrange this. The private calendar was the same as in the Journal – in fact,
Angela Darby (AD) copied it. It could however be changed after Journal copy dates. JH-M asked
if dates could be notified directly to AD? No, they should go to KE. He suggested groups check
dates. He showed a map with train icons to show the “headquarters” or regular meeting places
of each group. A link could be put in to a group’s own website. KE asked groups to check the
icon in their area. Sometimes there was no information there – if not could groups provide
them?

KE also mentioned Facebook, where he had set up a closed group like the 16mm.

He then turned to the new membership record systems. The key problem was membership
numbers. Alan Eccles (AE) had asked if we could adopt a similar system to that used by 16mm?
KE’s system uses an Excel table, with extra fields added. At this point Mike Wakeling (MW)
urged the use of “blind carbon copy” (bcc), to maintain confidentiality; for example, some
members might not want their e-mail addresses in a database. KE assured him the data is not
on the website.

In sorting the data, he had tried using the postcode, but some had complained. He asked in
what way the list should be published? He distributed a map showing postcode areas. What
might work is if the groups each identified the postcodes from which they drew most of their
members. He had a form on which leaders could indicate the postcodes relevant to them. This
could identify the group for each new member. It was easy to generate statistics. He also
introduced the “Dropbox” software. He could provide an up-to-date membership list.

FN asked if we needed to get authorisation from members? Matthew Edwards (ME) described
what could be lawfully held and disclosed within the Society. He suggested a notice in the
Journal. MW suggested it might go on the membership form. ME said that as long as the
website says the Society is registered use of data is permitted for the Society’s purposes, and
the data described by KE would, when being used by Group Leaders, be for the Society’s
purposes. AW asked about a Leader who stood down? His password could be revoked. Martin
Eady said some members of a group lived outside the usual postcodes; KE said he hoped the
system would be flexible enough.

PF then said leaders were being asked to give assistance by completing the form. We would
then have to see if the system worked.

4. G Scale members’ corporate clothing. Availability, new badges & wear for lady
members.

AW spoke to this item, saying he was responding to the call for new members. He was not
complaining but passing on some suggestions made by his members. He said badged clothing
could be an advert. Mention had been made of ladies’ wear, and could new items be provided
now when we were introducing a new logo? He mentioned ladies’ style tee-shirts, and perhaps
items could have bigger and central logos, printed not woven? What about other colours? Sewon badges? Could there be more information in the Journal about what was available? Do we
make a profit from clothing? GP said no, just covered the cost, because of Corporation Tax
implications. AW asked about keeping stock, but said he was aware of storage problems. Could
there be information on lead times? RP agreed clothing could go on the website and be better
advertised. GP said that if people asked about different lines this could be checked in the
supplier’s catalogue. GP said we could perhaps produce a flyer to go in the new members’ pack.
She then said clothing with the new logo would be on display the following day. PF confirmed
these matters were under discussion.

5. The role of area group organizers, particularly in regard to encouraging people to
become new members

PF said we’d been stagnant on membership numbers. We needed to get new members, and
Group Leaders could play a vital part. DB said interest is always generated at exhibitions. PF said
one problem was people not wanting to get involved in opening to the public for fear of crime
or damage. FN said he’d had the public in without any crime. You can’t make people come
along. It was said there are ways to promote the membership. DB said in his area he dare not
advertise events more widely because of security. The main aim is other modellers. JH-M said
they were invited to events by non-railway people. JB said cost was a major problem, but the
greatest pleasure was the look on a child’s face, He thought we were basically doing the right
thing. MW said one needed to check with one’s household insurer if one wanted to invite the
public in, and ME said that some insurers objected if people had access to the inside of the
house e.g. to use the lavatory, and one might have to secure internal doors. Josie Saulter asked
if there were more leaflets and GP said we now had a new lot in. PF finally warned everyone to
be very careful about children. They should always be accompanied. Don’t take photos of them.
Be very careful around them. The main problem was that, these days, so few people had leisure
activities using the hands.

Finally FN proposed a vote of thanks to the Committee for their work for the Society. This was
carried by applause.

